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Following titles are included to this bundle:

Cruel Games: Red Riding Hood:
For centuries, parents have captivated their children with enchanting tales of faraway, magical lands. In one famous story, a wolf
uses cunning and deception to try to eat the innocent Red Riding Hood. In the end, he did not live happily ever after... Now the

wolf has returned and Red Riding Hood is once again in danger - but this is no fairytale! Instead, a modern day maniac has
kidnapped a woman's fiance and cast her in the role of Red Riding Hood in his twisted fantasy. Guide the resourceful young
lady as she tracks the wolf through a cemetery, a shabby motel and a dilapidated casino, searching for clues and solving the

puzzles that lie between her and her beloved. Will she reach the madman in time, or will the wolf have his revenge? Their fate is
in your hands!

Kronville: Stolen Dreams:
Walk the razor's edge between fantasy and reality as you stop a lunatic from gaining power over death! When 12 children vanish

from the once peaceful town of Kronville, a school teacher named Astrid becomes wrapped up in a mystery beyond her
comprehension. Guide her as she investigates the disappearances, and in so doing uncovers an evil plot involving an ancient

artifact that can grant immortality. With each step on this perilous journey, you'll need to explore the city with a careful eye and
solve cunning puzzles designed to keep you from discovering the truth.

In addition to scouring the streets of Kronville, your investigation will take you into the dreams of the kidnapped children,
where a dark entity has trapped their souls. As you work your way through worlds based on "Red Riding Hood," "Peter Pan,"
and other popular fairy tales, you'll marvel at the visual beauty and become more and more immersed in the captivating story.
Those who press on to the end will uncover a shocking secret about Astrid's past that suggests her involvement in the case was

no accident. With its clever hidden object puzzle scenes, stunning artwork, and mesmerizing story, Kronville will hold you
captive from beginning to end!
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Panopticon: Path of Reflections:
Enter a world in which the border between reality and illusion is paper thin and the answer to a mystery will test the limits of

human understanding! The world of Panopticon is filled with twists and turn, and will keep you guessing until the truth is
revealed. Are you prepared for an adventure unlike any other?

Lake House: Children of Silence Collector's Edition:
Long-forgotten memories bubble to the surface when the past invades the present in Lake House: Children of Silence! Located
at the edge of a gloomy lake and shrouded in fog, the house at the center of this story has stood empty for 15 years. All that's

left of the family that once lived there are their discarded belongings and home movies that reveal a terrible secret. Beckoned by
what appears to be a ghost, a woman who lived there as a child and her fiance return to the house to solve a mystery that begins
with an old photograph and ends in a secret room. Guide the fiance as he explores locations blanketed in mist and tries to rescue

his bride-to-be from the grip of a masked stranger. Find hidden objects, solve puzzles and prepare yourself for an ending that
will take you to a place darker than you can imagine!

The Other Side: Tower of Souls:
Beatrice and Lily might look like normal sisters, but they have a dark secret: Hidden from human eyes is a magic tower that

contains a portal to the realm of the dead. One sister wants to open the gateway to gain knowledge and power; the other sister
wants to stop her. Which sister wins in the end? Play The Other Side: Tower of Souls to find out!

Mexicana: Deadly Holiday:
Dia de Muertos, or the Day of the Dead, provides a stunning backdrop for a thrilling supernatural adventure in Mexicana:

Deadly Holiday! Guide a young woman as she sets off on a desperate search for her fiance amidst the annual celebration in
Mexico. Moments after a spectral figure kidnaps her beloved during a card reading, she begins her journey to the afterworld,

where demons will plot her demise and ancients gods will lend her a helping hand. As you travel through a stunning fiery
wasteland on your way to a realm of peace and tranquility, you'll search for cleverly hidden objects, solve skillfully designed
puzzles, and crack dozens of devious mini-games. Along the way, you'll slowly unfold the astonishing truth of who the young
woman really is. Set in a captivating world, and featuring visuals and music inspired by the Land of Enchantment, Mexicana:

Deadly Holidays is packed with thrills unlike any you have experienced!
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This is one of my favourite games! The last updates were great, I can't wait to see what else is coming.
. A passable riff on Bomberman.. loved it.
perfect gun play, ridiculous story straight from 2005 ^-^. its good game. Good card game with strategy in placing monster card,
using item, and challenge mission.
Story rather short with many time cosumed for grinding card.
Card variety is plenty (1000++) with each card have its own stat, skill, and aura type.
. Okay, it took me about an hour to understand the concept of this game.

First of all, it's in the style of "Castlevania-whatever else games" in that style you know, etc.

Secondly and the most important part of this game is that it's actually based around you dying. Follow me on this:

You're a toy named Brand and every night you come alive and have to fight other toys that are the "Lost Ones" meaning that
they don't have an owner anymore, also every night the house changes randomly, heavily RNG based, for example you could
find a slot machine in the first room in the first night and it wouldn't be there in the second night, etc.

While the RNG mechanic seems lackluster due to enemies actually happening to get stuck between the RNG'd beams that don't
allow them to jump or move anymore, it's actually helpful to you. You have only 6 inventory slots and when you die any cash
(nuts) you have and whatever items you grabbed from the other toys to fill those 6 slots are put into your room.

In your room you can craft new weapons if you RNG-find the blueprint or heavily fortify the room with the cash and materials
you got from other toys.

It's like that one movie with Tom Cruise. I'm totally digging it.. Grand Theft Auto ripoff, it's fun though. I'd say this is a pretty
big improvement on the original Train Valley because it's less random and thus more strategic.

In my opinion, the levels are too easy to complete, although that's not a huge problem considering there will be more levels when
the full game is released, and I'm sure those will increase difficulty.

The custom level editor is useful as well. Though I've only tried it for a few minutes (I found it kind of clunky and hard to
learn), there have been some great levels in the workshop.

Overall, I think it's quite a fun micromanagement game. I personally am a fan of the poly art graphics and I find the maps to be
enjoyable.. Its got potential. Its very basic but if they add AI tanks and multiplayer like it says then it can be a great game. The
graphics are alright and sound is simple. Hope the devs update to what they said they will. Would recomend when AI tanks and
mulitplayer gets added.
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U kina have to get this game.

I first discoverd serious sam when i was 9, the first one i played was serious sam 2 lol. Ive got all the main games in the serious
sam series since i got serious sam 1 and 2 encounet for xbox. I have the serious sam double d and the best ps2 game, serious sam
the next encounet. AND DONT FORGET THE LEGENDERY SAM 3. So i reacently got steam, played f2p games for a few
months. Today, the day this has been typed ITS MY BIRTHDAY XD, so i got goat simulator, and this godly game. The cons:
child graphics, and a bit too bright for a sam game. AMAZING THINGS: Does not lag on this terrible PC, buiteful landscape
and non stop surprises! So get this game.. Fun for a bit, after a few hours nothing seems imposing anymore however. For the
price and scaring your friends, not a bad purchase.. I never write game reviews however; with consideration that this game is in
early access and this is a first day review after only two hours of game play, I would like to say that this game is amazing and
you should totally get it. Pretty much no glitches and everything runs smoothly.

The gameplay is engaging and the developers have put much attention into details. Even little ones like the butcher. Out of
curiosity, I thought i'd make sure my town's butcher wasnt slacking and decided to follow him. When I first found him he was
on his way to the pig farm. Upon arrival he opened the fence, and walked into the pig pen. I then discovered that he is a pig
whisperer and with no hassle at all, he walked up to a pig and it followed him out as a matter of fact, the pig followed the
mysterious butcher to it's dark fate. After they both walk into the butcher shop, a small pig squeel noise is made followed by the
butcher walking out with two pork chops. He then places the pork chops on the dirty floor, leaving them for some stranger to
carry off to the warehouse - No dangers there. Before he leaves entirely he sharpens his blade on a saw and makes his way to the
pig farm to do it all again.

The pork chops alone could have persuaded me to purchase this. Anyway, great game and I hope the developers stick with it
because It has GREAT potential!

There are however a few things I think the game could add:

Update 1:

A problem i'm noticing at the moment is the camera angle can get slightly annoying. I think it would be great if we could go
lower to the ground and have more flexibility with looking up and down.
It would be amazing if we could perhaps take a first person view when going through our village.. great job!
add some melee wpn plz =). simple and adventurest great game for half a buck
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